
Ancient Greece:  Chapter 6 Sections 1 (166 – 173) Ancient World Book) Name:  ____________________ 

1. ___________________  Earth and Sky created the twelve what? 

2. ___________________  Which of Cronos’s sons toppled him from his throne? 

3. ___________________  The land of Greece looks as if the sea had smashed it into what? 

4. ___________________  Greece is what kind of Landform?   

5. ___________________  What is the major land form of Greece? 

6. ___________________  How much of Greece’s land is good for growing crops? 

7. ___________________  Since there is not much good farm land in Greece most Greeks - - - - - 

___________________ became what? 

 

8. ___________________  Because it was difficult for Greeks from different communities to 

___________________  meet, each  community developed its own ____ and _____.   

 

 

9. ___________________  What are three things that the Greeks shared? 

___________________, _______________________ 

 

10. ___________________  Which of Greece’s early civilizations lived on islands? 

11. ___________________  The Minoans developed what kind of trade network? 

12. ___________________  Who was the likely invaders that destroyed the Minoan civilization? 

13. ___________________  What Greek civilization lived on the main land? 

14. ___________________  While the Minoans had gained much of their power through trade - - 

    the Mycenaean’s  relied upon what to spread their power?   

15. ___________________  The Trojan War was a long struggle between Greece and the city of  - 

    what? 

16. ___________________  The Trojan War was a struggle over what? 

17. ___________________  What trick did the Greeks use to win the Trojan War? 

18. ___________________  Who composed the Iliad and the Odyssey, which are stories about - - 

    the Trojan War? 

19. ___________________  These stories written by Homer were important to the Greeks for - - - 

    they taught the Greeks what their ________ were like. 

20. ___________________  What are two things that happened after the Trojan War in result of  

___________________ Greece’s collapse? 

 

21. ___________________  Greeks were so concerned with survival during the Dark Ages they -  

    even forgot the Practice of?     



22. ___________________  A fortified hill of an ancient Greek city is called? 

23. ___________________  By the end of the dark ages, most city-states were ruled by who? 

 

24. ___________________  As the Greek middle class became stronger they  were able to    

    overthrow the aristocrats and put who into power?   

 

25. ___________________ Eventually the city-states overthrew tyrants and replaced them with    

    what type of government?   

 

 

26. ___________________  What city-state was most fully developed in democracy? 

   

27.   What are two laws the Solon made to make Athens the leading democracy? 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________   

28.   Who could be Athenian Citizens?  

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 


